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CALL FOR PAPERS 
In memory of Prof. Dr. Fuat Sezgin, who was one of the most distinguished 
scholars in Islamic studies and whom we lost in 2018, and as a contribution to 
the growing interest in the history of science, two symposia on the history of 
science in Islamic societies were organized in 2019 and 2021. The third 
symposium will take place in Istanbul on 25-27 May 2023. While the first 
symposium did not limit itself periodically and thematically, the second one was 
framed with a special interest in “Methodological Approaches to the History of 
Science in Islam.” The third meeting will in turn focus on the mathematical 
sciences. 

Among the studies that have so far been produced on Islamic science, those 
related to the mathematical sciences occupy a remarkable place both 
qualitatively and quantitatively. In this respect, the third symposium will aim to set 
the ground for the existing literature to be critically evaluated and for 
historiographical discussions to be made regarding possible directions for future 
studies in the field. From this point of view, the symposium will address all 
theoretical and practical sciences that were considered under the mathematical 
sciences in the premodern period, including arithmetic, geometry, astronomy and 
other astral sciences, music, optics, and mechanics. Along with papers that deal 
with technical examinations of scientific instruments and content-based analysis 
of texts, the symposium welcomes research outputs exploring contexts within 
which the mathematical sciences developed, ways through which they became 
mediums for intercultural exchanges, and networks of sciences-texts-scholars. 

  

Being organized by Prof. Dr. Fuat Sezgin Research Foundation for the History of 
Science in Islam, Institute of Islamic Studies at Istanbul University, Prof. Dr. Fuat 
Sezgin Institute of the History of Science in Islam at Fatih Sultan Mehmet Vakif 
University and TÜBA (Turkish Academy of Sciences) the symposium will address 
the following questions, but not limited: 

• How and under which circumstances did studies on the history of 
the mathematical sciences in Islam emerge? How was the pre-
Islamic scientific heritage received? How influential was this 
reception on the development of sciences in the Islamic context? 



• What are the religious, cultural, political, economic, and social 
factors that informed the reception and development of the 
mathematical sciences? 

• What is the place of the mathematical sciences in Islamic 
intellectual history? 

• How does one situate studies on the Islamic mathematical sciences 
within the history of science literature? 

• How could one periodize the Islamic mathematical sciences as a 
whole or each of them independently? 

• What are the theoretical and practical implications of the 
mathematical sciences in Islamic societies? In which domains were 
they utilized? 

• How did interactions between the various sciences (mathematical, 
religious, and natural) take place? 

• What role did the mathematical sciences play regarding Islamic 
interactions with the different cultures? 

• As far as different periods and locations of Islamic history are 
concerned, were there fluctuations in the Islamic interest in the 
mathematical sciences? If so, what are the reasons behind them? 

• Which institutions played a role in the production and circulation of 
the mathematical sciences? 

• How were the mathematical sciences taught across the ages and 
various locations? 

• How could one characterize textbooks that were used for the study 
of the mathematical sciences in Islamic societies and what could be 
said regarding their hierarchical and pedagogical relations? 

• By which methods and approaches were the Islamic mathematical 
sciences studied? What could one say regarding directions for 
future studies? 

 

Important Dates 
Deadline for abstracts: January 15, 2022 

Announcement of accepted papers: February 1, 2023 

Symposium dates: May 25-27, 2023 

 

Language of Papers and Presentations 
Papers could be presented in Turkish, Arabic, or English. 

 

Transportation and Accommodation 



Transportation and accommodation expenses of accepted applicants from 
outside Istanbul will be covered. 

 

The link for sending your abstract 
http://www.fuatsezginsempozyumu.org/ 
 

http://www.fuatsezginsempozyumu.org/

